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In the cognitive aging literature, it is well established that engaging in complex activities
in one’s environment can produce changes in the brain that also promote cognition.1
Yet, when considering the amount of time in which people engage in any activity,
employment is by far the largest activity with many people spending 40–70 hours a
week, month after month, year after year, heavily engaged in demanding, often complex tasks that may require considerable focus and expertise. Certainly, this dosage
of engagement produces changes in the brain that may also facilitate brain health and
optimal cognitive functioning. Unfortunately, those who have to reduce their level of
employment due to poor health may not have the opportunity to reap some of those
cognitive benefits derived from employment.
The purpose of this article is to examine how employment (often referred to as
occupation or work) can promote cognitive reserve and health, and how this may
be compromised due to illness. To do so, first an explanation of neuroplasticity and
cognitive reserve is provided as a framework to interpret how employment benefits
cognitive health. Second, the role of employment on cognitive reserve is examined
with a sampling of studies that highlight the cognitive benefits of employment. Third,
unique benefits of employment that promote positive neuroplasticity are described
(Figure 1). Fourth, a discussion is provided about how unemployment or the lack of
cognitive stimulation can produce cognitive problems in those with certain diseases
and chronic conditions (e.g., depression, HIV, breast cancer). Finally, implications
for health care practice and research in this area are posited, especially as they relate
to aging.
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Abstract: Employment requires one to learn new skills, establish a routine, and engage socially,
all of which can also provide purpose or meaning to one’s life and provide income. All of these
can directly or indirectly bolster cognitive reserve, which may protect cognitive health, especially
as one ages. Unfortunately, if one is incapacitated due to illness, such as depression, HIV, or
other diseases and chronic conditions, it may necessitate reduction/withdrawal from employment,
which could limit employment-induced cognitive health benefits. This article examines these
issues within the framework of neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve, thus providing implications for practice and research for nurses and health care professionals.
Keywords: HIV, breast cancer, depression, neuroplasticity, occupation, morbidities, health
behaviors
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Employment
benefits
Employment results in several
benefits that can directly and
indirectly affect brain health.
• Learning new skills
• Social engagement
• Established routine/structure
• Purpose/meaning
• Income

Brain health

Employment and diseases interact with
different neuroplastic benefits.
Diseases
• Reduction/cessation of
employment can interfere with the
positive neuroplastic benefits of
employment.
• Emotional distress of diseases can
interfere with cognition.
• Treatments for some diseases
may interfere with cognition (e.g.,
chemobrain).
• Systemically, diseases
compromise physical health which
downstream can compromise brain
health.

promotes
Cognitive reserve
which promotes

Negative
neuroplastic
effects
–

Cognition

Figure 1 The interaction of employment and diseases on cognitive reserve.

Neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve
Cognitive reserve, also referred to as brain reserve,
denotes the brain’s ability to continue to perform cognitive processes in lieu of neurological insults, such as
normal aging, prolonged systemic inflammation, and disease
processes. In fact, many diseases and chronic conditions
can alter mitochondrial functioning and create a systemic
inflammatory response that over time can compromise neuronal integrity, reduce cognitive reserve, and impair cognitive functioning.2,3 Cognitive reserve can be increased or
decreased in lieu of activities that either require one to adapt
to the environment or to disengage from the environment in
response to lack of stimulation. These processes are referred
to as either positive neuroplasticity or negative neuroplasticity
and create observable morphological changes in response
to environmental stimuli, which can also impact cognition.4
Animal studies demonstrate these processes of positive or
negative neuroplasticity. Using the seminal Enriched Environmental Paradigm, researchers compared cognitive reserve
in genetically similar rats (i.e., from the same colony) when
placed in one of three conditions: 1) enriched; 2) standard;
or 3) impoverished.5,6 The enriched environment consists of
a large cage with a community of rats and several toys with
which to interact. The standard environment consists of a cage
with three rats in it and no toys with which to interact. The
impoverished environment consists of a cage with rats placed
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in isolation with no toys with which to interact. When placing
rats in isolation or in a community of other rats for 4–8 weeks,
Lu et al found that rats placed in the enriched environment
experienced the most brain morphological growth as exhibited by more neurogenesis in the hippocampus; this reflects
positive neuroplasticity.7 Similarly, compared to rats in the
other two conditions, Kobayashi et al observed rats placed in
such an impoverished environment exhibited the least brain
morphological growth and the poorest cognition as exhibited
by slower maze running; this reflects negative neuroplasticity.6
Human studies, such as the older juggler study, also
exemplify these neuroplastic principles. In this seminal study,
Boyke et al conducted brain MRIs on 69 community-dwelling
older adults (Mage=60; range =50–67) at three separate times:
Time 1 – before the older adults learned to juggle; Time 2 –
~3 months later after they successfully learned to juggle in
a three-ball cascade pattern for 1 minute; and Time 3 – ~3
months later during such time they were instructed to avoid
juggling.8 From Time 1 to Time 2, these researchers observed
growth in the hippocampus and nucleus accumbens, brain
structures necessary for memory formation; growth during
this period is reflective of positive neuroplasticity. Albeit,
from Time 2 to Time 3, atrophy in these same brain regions
was observed; brain atrophy during this period is reflective
of negative neuroplasticity. These and other studies highlight
the importance that novel and stimulating engagement have
Nursing: Research and Reviews 2016:6
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on improving cognitive reserve and increasing/preserving
cognitive functioning.9–11
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Employment and cognitive reserve
As stated in the prior section, engagement in stimulating
and cognitively demanding activities can improve cognition, which may likewise improve cognitive reserve; such
activities associated with employment can produce similar
results. In a sample of 18,259 participants in the Survey of
Health, Ageing, and Retirement in Europe Study, Leist et al
examined whether gaps in employment from unemployment
or sickness, compared to those without such gaps in employment, were associated with cognitive functioning.10 After
controlling for socioeconomic status in early life, school
performance, and education, these researchers observed such
employment gaps predicted poorer cognitive functioning.
Likewise, in the Health and Retirement Study, Fisher et
al examined cognition before and after retirement in 4,182
adults to determine whether the occupational cognitive
demands were neuroprotective over time, from 1992 to 2010.9
Occupational cognitive demands were also categorized using
the O’NET SOC occupational codes. From these hierarchical taxonomic occupation-specific descriptors, Fisher et
al observed that those with higher occupational demands
experienced better cognitive functioning before retirement.
Likewise, controlling for gender, age, education, and depressive symptoms, those with higher occupational demands also
experienced slower cognitive decline over time after retirement. These and other studies reflect the premise that engagement in employment stimulates the brain and supports the
formation and maintenance of an optimal cognitive reserve.

Positive neuroplastic effects of
employment
Active engagement produces positive neuroplastic effects
benefiting cognition and cognitive reserve. Based upon the
literature, Vance et al described five mechanisms in which
employment supports cognitive reserve: 1) learning new
skills; 2) social engagement; 3) established routine/structure;
4) purpose/meaning; and 5) income (Figure 1).12

Learning new skills
As already highlighted in earlier sections, learning new
skills (e.g., juggling) produces cognitive improvements
and changes in brain morphology. As part of employment,
employees must constantly adapt to changing environmental
demands, whether it is learning new computer skills, adapting to new workplace policies, adjusting to new trends in the
market place, or familiarizing oneself with a new product
Nursing: Research and Reviews 2016:6
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line. Whatever the type of employment, change is constant
and skill acquisition, whatever the skill(s), is needed to adapt.
In fact, skill acquisition was observed to improve cognitive function in 41 older adults (60–84 years) who were
novices to reading music or playing a musical instrument.
In their study, Seinfeld et al randomized these participants
to either a piano training group or a control group.11 Participants in the piano training group received an individualized
weekly lesson along with 45 minutes of daily practice over
4 months. Participants in the control group engaged in leisure activities (i.e., dance, yoga) over 4 months. Compared
to baseline, those in the piano training group improved
on a measure of executive functioning (i.e., Stroop) and
experienced less depressive symptomatology. If cognition
can be improved with acquiring this new skill, it is logical
to assume that cognition can be improved with learning
employment-related skills.

Social engagement
Independent of the task-focused activities associated with
employment, the mere social interaction with colleagues,
coworkers, and clients supplies an additional source of cognitive stimulation. To socially engage, one must attend to
both semantic and emotional vocalizations, interpret body
language, recall details from past conversations, anticipate
responses from both self and others, emotionally regulate
such interactions, and organize all of this information in order
to coordinate beneficial outcomes. Such social engagement
has been suggested to facilitate higher-ordered cognition,
such as executive functioning.13 In fact, some studies demonstrate that those with larger social networks may benefit
from better overall perceptual speed, episodic memory, and
working memory.14,15 Likewise, in a sample of 2,513 adults
in the Honolulu-Asia Aging Study, Saczynski et al observed
that those with decreased social engagement in mid to late
life exhibited the highest risk profile for cognitive decline
years later, which supports the notion of an active social
engagement being supportive of better cognitive reserve.16

Established routine/structure
A structured routine itself, as established by an employment
schedule, can facilitate a healthy lifestyle. It facilitates when
to eat, sleep, take medications, and recreate (e.g., going for
a walk in the evening after work). Thus, if someone is “successfully” employed, he or she cannot stay up late with friends
and expect to go to work early the next day and be functioning
at peak performance. Employees with a set schedule have to
intrinsically regulate certain social and physiological functions in order to remain employed. (Albeit, shift work presents
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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its own set of issues, which is beyond the scope of this article
[Wang et al].) Such regulation has been proposed in certain
interactions to improve cognition indirectly by improving
physiological function; thus, as a general principle, that
which is good for the body is likewise good for the brain.18
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Purpose/meaning
Engaging in employment is mostly considered a productive
activity and as such, employment inherently has purpose and
meaning attached to it. Purpose and meaning intrinsically
provide an internal focus or perspective to one’s everyday
experience such that the influence of everyday stressors may
be minimized. According to Matuska, this internal focus
from meaningful employment assists with the development
of mental constructs that help one to be more resilient and
weather difficult times.19 During difficult times, such resiliency helps one to focus and prioritize on what one can do
(i.e., work), and deemphasize what is less important (e.g.,
receiving a speeding ticket) or beyond what one can control
(e.g., being diagnosed with diabetes). Fortunately, Hakanen
and Wilmar observed in a longitudinal study of 2,555 Finnish dentists that those who considered their employment as
meaningful were more likely to experience less depressive
symptoms and occupational stress; likewise, those with
more employment burnout were more likely to have more
depressive symptoms.20 Thus, the resilience acquired from
meaningful employment may also reduce stress, which may
cause decreased activation of the hypothalamus–pituitary–
adrenal (HPA) axis, resulting in less inflammatory cortisol
production, which can be neuroprotective over time.2,21,22
Thus, meaning and purpose derived from employment may,
in some instances, serve as a psychological outlet (catharsis)
to help one maintain emotional homeostasis and support
routine health-promoting behaviors. Yet, this assumes that
one’s employment does not introduce excessive work-related
conflict and stress that negates its potential positive benefits.
The literature is replete with studies of the negative impacts
that excessive stressful work demands exert on sleep, substance use, and cognition.23

Income
One area in which employment can reduce stress is by securing sufficient income for the necessities of life. As such, the
stress generated from a lack of sufficient income can stimulate the HPA axis. A prolonged period of such financial stress
with accompanying release of cortisol can cause systemic
inflammation and neuroinflammation, which over time can
deplete cognitive reserve.2,24 In fact, such financial stress
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has been shown to be a cause of anxiety that contributes to
poor mood dysregulation, substance use, and other negative
health behaviors, all of which negatively impacts cognitive
reserve.18,25,26
Another way in which employment income can facilitate
cognitive reserve is through stimulating active engagement
with one’s environment. Income can be used for fun things in
life (e.g., exotic vacations). In this regard, income (especially
extra, discretionary income) allows one to explore his or her
environment in an enriched manner. One can socialize by
hosting parties or going out to dinner with friends, take fun
classes for learning new skills (i.e., photography), and engage
in stimulating passive entertainment, such as books, theatre,
or movies. Just as in the enriched environmental paradigm
with rats (Neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve section),
all of these activities, supported by income, may facilitate
positive neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve; and as already
shown in a variety of studies, active engagement in leisure
time activities appears to support cognitive reserve.11,15,27

Diseases, employment, and
cognition
Disease, and/or their treatments, can exert a direct physiological impact on brain health that can decrease cognitive reserve
and impair cognitive functioning.28 Indirectly, diseases may
also compromise cognition and cognitive reserve in two ways.
First, the emotional problems of coping with such diseases
may interfere with cognitive processes through rumination
or increased cortisol processes through activation of the
HPA axis, which can cause neuroinflammation.2 Second, as
argued in this article, coping with such diseases can reduce
the number of hours employed, interfere with one’s ability to
perform such employment duties, or precipitate an early and
unexpected exodus from the employment environment, which
unto itself may contribute to negative neuroplasticity if such
engagement is not replaced with other stimulating activities
(Figure 1). Although this can be discussed in a variety of
diseases, such as multiple sclerosis, for the sake of brevity,
this discussion is limited to depression, HIV, breast cancer,
and aging due to the authors’ expertise in these areas.29

Depression and employment
Globally, depression is a severe and common psychiatric
disorder that affects millions of people. Depression has been
linked to unemployment and productivity loss.30,31 Lerner et
al advanced several mechanisms that may be responsible for
such adverse job-related outcomes among depressed persons;
these include poor job performance, discrimination, difficulty
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coping with job pressures, and job accommodation barriers.32
Fortunately, employment outcomes also appear to improve
after depressive symptoms decrease. In several primary care
settings involving depression treatment trials, patients whose
symptoms improved had higher rates of employment.33,34
Although depression primarily involves mood disturbances, cognitive impairment has also been documented
as a common feature of major depression that can result in
unemployment.35,36 Measurable impairments have been found
in speed of processing, sustained and selective attention,
learning and memory, and executive function.31 Such cognitive impairment can be disruptive to occupational functioning. When Lam et al examined how symptoms interfered
with occupational functioning among employed adults with
major depression, their findings indicated that problems with
concentration and memory were the major culprits.37 Associations between cognitive impairment and poorer occupational
outcomes were found in a systematic review of studies that
explored the relationship between objectively measured
cognitive impairments and occupational functioning in
people with major depression.31 Coupled with the effect of
depression on employment, the reduction in employment or
possible declines in the complexity of job duties may further
create a negative neuroplastic response, which over time can
compromise cognitive reserve and cognitive functioning.

HIV and employment
With the obvious health concerns and stigma associated with
HIV, it is not surprising that across each decade of life, the
prevalence of depression and anxiety in this population is
~40% and 20%, respectively.38 Such emotional sequelae may
contribute to poor cognitive reserve; however, the regulation
of such negative emotions may be exacerbated by some of
the specific neurological sequelae caused by HIV. Many with
HIV experienced damage to the fronto-striatal circuitry; this
is the region of the brain largely involved with executive
functioning (e.g., problem solving, reasoning).39 In fact,
other studies emphasize that some adults with HIV exhibit
specific cognitive impairments in poorer decision making.40
Impaired executive functioning and decision making,
coupled with prolonged negative thoughts and emotions
that can often accompany this disease, may contribute to
negative rumination, which can further exacerbate depression
and suicidal ideation in this clinical population.41 Albeit, an
established employment routine may mitigate some of these
negative outcomes. Using the Australian HIV Observational
Database, McManus et al found that accidental/violent death
or suicide was significantly related (odds ratio [OR]=5.86) to
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being unemployed.42 Conversely, in a sample of 118 adults
with HIV looking for a job over a 2-year period, van Gorp et
al found that enjoyment and quality of life improved for those
who gained employment compared to those who did not.43
In a related study of 139 adults with HIV, Fazeli et al
examined the impact of active lifestyle factors on whether
one was diagnosed with HIV-associated neurocognitive
disorder (HAND) as ascertained by norm-based cognitive
testing.44 Active lifestyle factors included whether they were
employed full- or part-time, physically exercised, or were
socially engaged; each was measured dichotomously (yes/
no). Those engaged in all three active lifestyle factors had
the lowest prevalence of HAND at 20%; however, as people
engaged in fewer active lifestyle factors, the prevalence of
HAND increased substantially from 33% with two, 51%
with one, and 63% with no engagement in these lifestyle
factors. Although employment was just one of three active
lifestyle factors examined, this study does lend support to
the idea that work engagement is important to building and/
or maintaining cognitive reserve.

Breast cancer survivors and employment
Advancements in treatment have increased 5-year breast
cancer survival to ~90%, leading to an increased focus on
the management of long-term effects of treatment.45 Unfortunately, up to 90% of breast cancer survivors (BCS) experience
long-term cognitive impairment and complaints.46–48 Such
cognitive complaints negatively impact employment, daily
function, and quality of life of BCS.49,50
Employment plays a key role in financial and psychological well-being and in a return to “normalcy” during or following cancer treatment.49 Although 45%–93% of BCS choose
to return to work within 12 months of diagnosis, cognitive
impairments can make job-related duties more difficult and
take longer to complete.50–53 BCS’ decision to return to work
is influenced by cognitive impairments following treatment,
self-awareness of cognitive impairments, and the impact of
perceived cognitive impairments on their confidence to succeed at work.54 BCS are more likely than their age-matched
peers to experience changes in employment, including retirement, reduction of hours, and change of position.55,56 Loss
of employment greatly affects financial security and access
to health insurance, especially for many BCS who are the
sole family provider; this can increase stress, which overtime
can promote negative neuroplasticity.2,50 Furthermore, nonemployed BCS report lower physical and mental quality of
life and higher levels of fatigue and anxiety than employed
BCS; this is important because fatigue and anxiety negatively
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impact cognition.18,57 As BCS experience reduced employment, suffer from fatigue and anxiety, and experience varying
levels of cognitive impairments associated with treatment,
the amount of positive cognitive stimulation (e.g., interactions with coworkers, learning new tasks) and physiological
support to the brain (e.g., having a steady/consistent sleep
schedule) may be reduced as a result.

Aging and employment
Although aging itself is a disease factor that impacts employment, increasing age is associated with the development of
some diseases, disengagement from employment, and the
gradual loss of some cognitive functioning. Engagement in
cognitively stimulating activities after retirement and/or in
later years may also be important for minimizing or delaying
age-related cognitive declines and dementia, whether or not
these activities are employment related. For example, Wilson
et al examined whether early-life (childhood, early adulthood)
and later-life (middle-age, older age) cognitive engagement
(e.g., reading books, visiting a library) influenced cognitive functioning in 294 community-dwelling older adults.58
In this longitudinal design, participants received cognitive
assessments annually until they died (Mage=89.3), at which
point they were autopsied to assess their neuropathological
burden, such as gross and microscopic infarction, tau positive tangle density, β-amyloid burden, and neocortical Lewy
body burden. These researchers observed that early- and
late-life cognitive engagement accounted for 14% of the
variance in cognitive functioning over time. The augmentation of cognitive reserve may also prevent or delay the onset
of age-related dementia.
Similarly, Lindstrom et al examined the amount of
time engaged in 26 leisure time activities during midlife
(40–59 years) in 135 adults with Alzheimer’s disease and
331 healthy controls.59 For each hour of engaging in passive
television watching, these researchers noted a 1.3 increased
probability of developing Alzheimer’s disease. Although the
cognitive complexity of the television programming was not
accessed (e.g., The Bachelor vs Jeopardy), the amount of time
engaging in less cognitively stimulating activities has merit,
especially for a population with limited financial resources.

Implications for practice
The neuroplastic stimulation provided from employment
can augment cognition and cognitive reserve. Based on
that, two important considerations for practice should be
considered: 1) strategies to reintegrate and transition back
to employment or 2) compensate for the loss of employment
with other activities that provide neuroplastic stimulation.
66
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Albeit, both considerations must take into account the motivation of whether the patient wants to return to work, if it is
physically or mentally feasible for the patient to engage in
work, especially at the level of his or her previous level of
engagement, or whether it is developmentally appropriate
for one to disengage from employment as he or she is close
to retirement age. Also, for many with low wage jobs and
from low socio-economic backgrounds, chronic diseases may
be more common and thus the choice to quit work or return
to work is beyond the patient’s choice; at which point, case
managers and financial specialists may need to be included
in the care plan.

Employment reintegration
For some patients who are healthy enough, employment
reintegration can benefit them emotionally and cognitively.
Likewise, improvements in psychological and cognitive functioning may facilitate such employment reintegration. For
example, Hees et al observed in 117 adults with major depressive disorder that a reduction in depressive symptomatology
and anxiety, and greater work motivation, significantly predicted one’s ability to return to work.30 Although treatment
for depression is generally associated with improved work
outcomes, including gains in productivity, specific treatments
for depression-related cognitive impairment that can optimize
occupational functioning are needed.31,60,61
Cognitive impairments that result from diseases can be
managed using nonpharmacological strategies, such as remediation techniques, compensatory strategies, and adaptive
approaches, which may facilitate employment reintegration.
For example, Elgamal et al conducted a study to assess the
effects of a 10-week course of computer-based cognitive
remediation with depressed patients.62 These researchers
found changes in cognitive performance that were independent of changes in depressive symptoms. Findings suggest
that cognitive function can be improved through targeted
and repetitive cognitive remediation exercises in depressed
patients; such cognitive training approaches have been shown
to improve select cognitive abilities and may be of therapeutic
value to those with other diseases.63
In addition to addressing disease symptoms and corresponding cognitive impairments, for some patients, jobs
skills may have been forgotten over time or become outdated
such that employment reintegration is more problematic.
Therefore, occupational rehabilitation may be considered. For
example, in a sample of seven unemployed African American
gay men with HIV (Mage=46.1), Hergenrather et al delivered
a didactic intervention designed to improve employment
seeking that was administered in weekly 3-hour group sessions
Nursing: Research and Reviews 2016:6
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over a 7-week period.64 After 3 months, these researchers
observed that one participant became a part-time employee,
three enrolled in college classes, and three were actively
pursuing employment. This pilot intervention suggests such
job coaching may be effective in helping adults with HIV
return to work at least part-time, or perhaps other activities
(i.e., college classes) may be pursued that can be cognitively
stimulating. Thus, consultation with a social worker and/or
occupational therapist should be consulted for those patients
who express interest in employment reintegration.

Compensating with other stimulating
activities
Even with a lack of employment due to diseases or retirement,
there remain several strategies through which patients can
reap cognitive benefits that employment provides. Staying
involved in learning new activities, socializing with friends
and family, and engaging in cognitive improvement and/
or remediation training represent ways to support positive
neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve.
One way to optimize cognitive reserve is through staying
active in community and social events. As discussed earlier,
Park et al and Seinfeld et al found that those older adults
assigned to be actively engaged in learning a new skill (e.g.,
photography, piano) experienced improvement in cognitive
functioning.1,11 A practical suggestion to patients who are
unemployed may be to join clubs or organizations that offer
classes in various topics of interest. Also, actively pursuing
and participating in new hobbies and interests may promote
positive neuroplasticity and optimal cognitive reserve to
some degree.
Another way to promote cognitive reserve is socializing.
As seen in this literature review, socializing is very cognitively stimulating; one must utilize many different executive
functioning skills to respond and react accordingly to the
complex social interactions one is engaged in.13–15 Given the
milieu of rich social interactions, neuroscientists assert its
importance in promoting positive neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve.65 A practical suggestion to patients who are
unemployed would be to engage in more social interaction
with friends and family and perhaps volunteer in community
organizations and charities.

Implications for research
This relationship between employment, cognition, and diseases is complex and difficult to research for several reasons.
For the sake of brevity, this section provides a discussion of
only three such areas in which studying this relationship can
be a challenge; these areas are: time of cognitive change with
Nursing: Research and Reviews 2016:6
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employment status; fluctuations of employment across the
lifespan; and variations in environmental stress/press from
employment.

Longitudinal cognitive change with
employment status
Despite extensive searches in the literature, for this article,
studies examining cognitive change when people return to
work could not be found. There are several studies that show
that, as people develop a disease or chronic condition, they
either: 1) develop cognitive impairments and reduce the hours
they work or 2) they have to reduce work due to treatment and
then report cognitive impairments; but it is unclear whether
the cognitive impairments are due to the loss of employment
or treatment of their disease, or perhaps a combination of
both.49,66,67 Carefully planned longitudinal studies are needed
to show what happens to the cognition of those with certain
diseases as they leave and reintegrate back into employment.

Fluctuation of employment status across
the lifespan
Since there are fluctuations in cognitive functioning as well
as employment status across the lifespan, many confounding
issues interfere with the ability to examine both the cause
and effect relationship between the two. First, assessing the
quality and amount of employment as it relates to cognitive
stimulation can be rather arbitrary. Using the Hollingshead
four-factor index, types of occupation/employment is classified using a heirarchy from least prestigious/skilled (1=
lowest) to most prestigious/skilled (9= highest). As a point
of reference, dishwashers are 1, garbage collectors are 2,
chauffeurs are 3, bakers are 4, bank tellers are 5, air traffic
controllers are 6, insurance adjusters are 7, nurses are 8, and
physicians are 9.68 Inherent issues emerge; for instance, can
one argue that MDs have more cognitive stimulation and
more cognitive reserve than nurses? Even within professional circles on this hierarchy, employment-related cognitive
stimulation can vary widely. For example, not all nurses are
the same. One nurse may have over 20 years of an enriched
and diverse practice including the emergency room, nursing
home, psychiatric unit, oncology clinic, rehabilitation facility,
and be a licensed nurse practitioner. Another nurse may have
only 5 years of practice, all in the nursing home. According to
this classification system, they both would be classified at the
same occupational level but, when considering their experience, they are not cognitively stimulated the same by their
employment. Simple occupational classification as a proxy
for employment-related cognitive stimulation is not without
issues. Yet, despite these issues, researchers continue to find
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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that socioeconomic status measured with this classification
system is associated with better cognitive functioning in
older adults.69 Thus, researchers will need to be attentive to
these issues when assessing the effects of employment type
on cognitive reserve.

Variation in environmental pressure from
employment
Employment can vary in how much pressure or stress it exerts
on an individual; for some people the same job can produce
a crippling amount of arousal, while for others with perhaps
better coping abilities, such arousal may be highly stimulating and facilitate positive neuroplasticity. The interaction
between employment, neuroplasticity, and cognitive reserve
can also be researched and conceptualized by adapting the
Yerkes–Dodson model of performance to learning (Figure 2)
and applying parallels to cognitive reserve. The Yerkes–Dodson model70 posits that when one is engaged in learning a task,
if it is of little interest or there are no or little consequences
for learning it (i.e., low stress), the amount and success of
learning will be low. On the other end, when one must learn a
task, if it is of high interest with dire consequences for failure
to the point of panic, such distress and extreme arousal actually interferes with the learning process; again, the amount
and success of learning will be low. Instead, what has been
observed is that when one is optimally aroused and there are
moderate consequences for learning the task (i.e., eustress),
the amount and success of learning will be high.
In the enriched environmental paradigm discussed earlier,
rats placed in the impoverished environment would have
very little interest in the task of exploring their environment

En
env riched
iron
men
t
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nda
Sta nment
iro
env
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environment

Learning performance/
neuroplasticity/
cognitive reserve

High

Enriched
environmental
paradigm

because they are placed there in isolation with no toys. Rats
placed in the standard environment would have some interest
in exploring their environment because at least they could
play with other rats. Then rats placed in the enriched environment would be optimally aroused as they would have several
rats and toys to capture their interest. As already observed,
compared to rats in the other environments, rats in the more
aroused/interesting environments exhibited greater learning (i.e., positive neuroplasticity) and cognitive reserve, as
demonstrated by better maze performance, more synaptodendritic connections, and larger/heavier brains.4–6
Similarly, in addition to the five benefits of employment
that may be neuroprotective, employment arousal may also
be a key factor in promoting learning, neuroplasticity, and
cognitive reserve. If one is employed in a job that one perceives is dull, repetitive, and uninteresting with little pay,
the neuroprotective and cognitive benefits may be small.
Likewise, if one is employed in a job that one perceives has
rigorous time, skill, and decision demands with high pay or
with dire consequence, this stress may interfere with generating cognitive benefits, especially if the stress is chronic and
one does not possess adequate coping skills. Again, chronic
stress activates the HPA axis to release cortisol, which in the
long term can cause neuroinflammation and reduce cognitive
reserve.2 Theoretically, the ideal condition is to be employed
whereby there is an optimal arousal and high level of interest
with moderate consequences (e.g., good income, meaningful
work). In fact, the psychological concept of “flow” is exemplified at this peak where one’s abilities and interests match
those of the task demands.71 Thus, being optimally aroused
in one’s employment could also provide higher levels of

High interest and
optimal
arousal/attentional
demands and
eustress/flow

Little interest and
low arousal/attentional
demands and
low stress

Low
Low

Extreme interest and
high arousal/attentional
demands and
distress

Arousal/attentional demands
of employment

High

Figure 2 An adaptation of the Yerkes–Dodson model on neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve.
Note: Data from Yerkes and Dodson.70
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learning, positive neuroplasticity, and cognitive reserve, as
has been alluded to in studies mentioned earlier.1
Notably, this model provides a framework where conceivably
attentional demands of employment may not match the attentional skills of individuals. Some employment opportunities
(e.g., grocery store cashier) may require moderate and sustained
attentional skills necessary for successful engagement and to
receive optimal cognitive benefit. Albeit, for many adults with
diseases that negatively impact their cognition, attentional skills
may be compromised such that the high attentional demand
required from employment exceed the intrinsic attentional skills
of the individual. This mismatch between person–environmental
demands can result in distress and low cognitive benefit to the
individual. Thus, this model can be used to understand how
someone even in the same job, having different cognitive and
attentional skills, can reap different cognitive benefits. This point
is particularly salient to those with certain diseases who have
varying levels of cognitive functioning in which they may or
may not benefit from certain employment situations.

Conclusion
Environment, as observed with employment, can exert a
profound influence on neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve.
Unfortunately for those with diseases or chronic conditions
who may have to reduce or stop employment, the lack of cognitive stimulation provided from engaging in employment can
contribute to negative neuroplasticity and may compromise
cognitive functioning. Clinicians may consider educating
patients about the importance of staying cognitively active,
either with or without employment, in order to promote
successful cognitive aging. This phenomenon of how work
impacts cognitive reserve is a largely unrecognized area of
research that could lead to effective cognitive interventions
for those with a variety of diseases and chronic conditions.
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